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REFUTATION SEARCH FOR HORN SETS 
BY A SUBGOAL-EXTRACTION METHOD 
V. S. NEIMAN 
D A new inference method, called a subgoal-extraction (SE) method, is 
proposed. It carries out deduction in a top-down manner, but makes it 
possible to overcome some drawbacks of the standard top-down inference 
technique. In particular, SE method allows us to avoid repeated considera- 
tion of equivalent subgoals, and it cannot fall into an infinite loop if the 
complexity of all terms occurring in a deduction is bounded. In the 
propositional calculus the number of possible deduction steps is linearly 
bounded in terms of the length of notation of input clauses. SE method is 
well suited for sequential as well as for parallel processing. An implemen- 
tation of SE method is also briefly described, and some experimental 
results are presented. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of refutation search for Horn sets of clauses arises in many applica- 
tions, such as automated theorem proving, logic programming, and deductive- 
databases management. For example, in automated theorem proving the axioms of 
groups, rings, equality, order, and many others may be written as Horn clauses. It 
is well known that many resolution strategies that are incomplete in the general 
case are complete for Horn sets. For example, that is true of the strategies of unit 
and input resolution. Each of them generates considerably fewer clauses than the 
unrestricted resolution. Nevertheless these strategies have some serious draw- 
backs. 
Consider, for example, the strategy of unit positive resolution (UP resolution), 
requiring one of the premises of the resolution rule to be a unit positive clause. UP 
resolution is a bottom-up inference method, i.e., it starts a deduction with known 
“facts” (unit positive clauses) and derives from them new facts until a contradic- 
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tion with the goal (input negative clause) is found. One advantage of this strategy is 
that it is guaranteed to terminate if the complexity of all terms occurring in a 
deduction is bounded. In particular, it is a complete decision procedure if input 
clauses do not contain functional symbols. However, starting a deduction with the 
facts (not with the goal), UP resolution generates unnecessary statements, which 
makes it unsuitable for many practical applications. For example, when applied to 
deductive-database query processing, UP resolution would infer all the conse- 
quences of the database facts, ignoring the given query. 
On the other hand, input negative resolution (IN resolution) carries out deduc- 
tion in a top-down manner, i.e. from the goal (IN resolution is a resolution strategy 
requiring one premise of the resolution rule to be an input clause and the other to 
be a negative one). However, IN resolution may generate clauses of unlimited 
length and so cannot guarantee termination even in the absence of functional 
symbols. Besides, in the case of multiple appearance of identical subgoals, IN 
resolution is obliged to carry out the same computations repeatedly. In Section 2 
we show that attempts to get rid of these deficiencies of IN resolution meet with 
serious difficulties. 
Various combinations of unit and input resolution, carrying out deduction in 
two directions simultaneously (for example, [ll]), also retain these deficiencies: in 
a bottom-up deduction they generate unnecessary statements, and in a top-down 
one they consider the same subgoals repeatedly. 
In this paper a new method of refutation search for Horn sets is described. This 
method, called a subgoal extraction method (SE method), combines the advantages 
of UP and IN resolution and does not suffer from their mentioned drawbacks. SE 
method has the following features: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
An 
The refutation search is carried out in a top-down manner, i.e. from goals to 
subgoals (similarly to the strategy of IN resolution). 
Each subgoal is considered only once. In other words, on the appearance of 
a subgoal which is identical to or a variant of a previously arising one, the 
new subgoal is not reconsidered. 
A refutation search is guaranteed to terminate if the complexity of all terms 
occurring in the deduction is bounded (as in the strategy of UP resolution). 
In particular, it is a complete decision procedure in the absence of func- 
tional symbols. 
interesting application of SE method is to logic programming. It is a 
well-known fact that the deductive mechanism of PROLOG (based on IN resolu- 
tion) can cycle. For example, the use of such popular axioms as that of commutativ- 
ity p(X, Y) +p(Y, XI of that of transitivity p(X, Y) &p(Y, 2) +p(X, Z) usually 
leads to cycling. In order to avoid cycles, a programmer must include in the 
programs some control information, which contradicts the original conception of 
logic programming (and is not always quite trivial-see Example 3 below). For this 
reason, in [61 it was proposed to provide PROLOG interpreters with the ability to 
switch to the unit-resolution strategy. This proposal, however, hardly can be 
considered as a satisfactory one, because unit resolution, generating all facts 
derivable from the axioms, may continue its work infinitely long even in the cases 
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when every top-down inference procedure would terminate. 
The use of SE method for logic-program execution seems to be more attractive, 
because the method carries out a deduction in a top-down manner, avoiding at the 
same time all loops arising from infinite sequences of subgoals that are variants of 
one another. Besides, single consideration of subgoals allows us to write, for 
example, a program for the computation of Fibonacci numbers (see Example 4) in 
the most natural manner, not caring about its optimization: elimination of re- 
peated computations will be done automatically. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
We assume that the main definitions from [2] are known, for example those of 
atom, literal, substitution, most general unifying substitution, etc. 
Definition. A Horn clause, or simply a clause, is an expression of the form 
L,VL,V *-- VL,_,VL, 
where n 2 0, L,, L,, . . . , L,_, are negative literals, and L, is an arbitrary 
literal. A clause is negative if it contains only negative literals, and nonnegative 
in the other case. A clause is unit if it contains precisely one literal. A set of 
Horn clauses is called a Horn set. 
Notice that, according to our definition, literals in a clause are ordered, and a 
clause can contain several identical literals. The term “clause” we use as a 
synonym of “Horn clause”, because clauses of other types are not considered here. 
For nonnegative clause 7 B, V . * - V 7 Bk VA we shall also use the notation 
B, & * . * &Bk + A. 
Definition. A literal (clause) L is an instance of a literal (clause) L, if L = L,cp for 
some substitution cp. L is a variant of L, if L is an instance of L, and L, is an 
instance of L (in other words, if L and L, can be obtained one from another by 
variable renaming). 
We shall consider the following problem. Given a Horn set M, it is required to 
determine whether M is satisfiable or not. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that M contains only one negative clause and this clause is unit (otherwise 
we can include a literal G in every negative clause from M and add the new clause 
7 G to the set M, where G is a new O-place predicate symbol). Nonnegative 
clauses from M are called axioms; a negative clause is called a goal. 
If A4 is unsatisfiable and 7 G is the goal, then we shall also be interested in the 
so-called solutions, i.e. instances of G derivable from the axioms. 
3. INPUT NEGATIYE RESOLUTION 
In this section we consider one typical top-down inference procedure and demon- 
strate some difficulties that arise in attempting to improve it in such a way that the 
properties of the SE method mentioned in the introduction will be satisfied. 
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We assume that a set M of input clauses containing precisely one goal is fixed. 
Definition. Let B, & . . * &B, +A (k 2 0) be an axiom, and 
7c, v -lc,v **. v 7c, 
(n > 0) be a negative clause. The input negative resolvent (IN resolvent) of these 
two clauses is the clause 
~B,$qv .‘. v ~B,$(pv -,C,cpv ... v -~C,cp, 
where r,!t is a substitution renaming the axiom’s variables in such a way that they 
do not intersect with the second clause’s variables, and cp is the most general 
substitution unifying ArC, and C,. An IN deduction from A4 is a sequence of 
clauses such that its first element is the goal and each following element is an 
IN resolvent of an axiom and one of the preceding elements of the sequence. 
An IN deduction containing the empty clause is called an IN refutation of M. 
It is well known that IN resolution is a sound and complete procedure. In other 
words, an IN refutation of M exists if and only if M is unsatisfiable. Nevertheless, 
some problems arise when using IN resolution. Let us consider examples. 
Example 1. Let the set M consist of the following clauses: 
less(X,Y)&less(Y,Z) --* less(X,Z) 
less(l,2) 
less(2,3) 
less(n - 1, n) 
7 less(l, n) 
Here 1,2,. . , , n - 1, n are distinct individual constants. The set M is unsatisfi- 
able; hence an IN refutation of M exists. However, the set of clauses derivable 
from M by IN resolution is infinite, which raises some difficulties in the search for 
an IN refutation. For example, the PROLOG interpreter confronted with those 
clauses (in that order) would cycle, i.e. would not find a refutation. 
Example 2. Let now the set M consist of the same axioms as in Example 1, 
together with the goal 7 less(0, n), where 0 is a new individual constant. This set is 
satisfiable, but the set of clauses derivable by IN resolution is infinite again, so it is 
impossible to prove satisfiability of M by IN resolution. The PROLOG interpreter 
cycles on this example, irrespective of the order of the axioms. More precisely, the 
following infinite IN deduction would be generated: 
7 less(0, n) 
7 less(0, X> V y less(X, n) 
7 less(0, Y> V 7 less(Y, X) V -3 less(X, n) 
In Examples 1 and 2 there are no functional symbols. It is a well-known fact 
that bottom-up inference methods (e.g. UP resolution) allow us to check the 
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satisfiability of Horn sets without functional symbols in a finite number of steps. 
However, attempts to eliminate loops in the top-down methods, even for the same 
sets, meet with difficulties. For example, it was proposed to reject subgoals that are 
identical to one of their parent subgoals. In the terminology of IN resolution this 
rule can be formulated as follows: it is prohibited to derive (by one or several 
steps) a clause 
TA,V TB,V ... v TB,,V TA,V ... v TA, 
from a clause 
TA,V -TA,V -.. v -TA, 
where k > 0, n 2 0, and A,, . . . , A,, B,, . . . , B, are arbitrary atoms. It is not 
difficult to show that this rule does not violate the completeness of IN resolution. 
However, this rule does not eliminate loops in Example 2, because in this 
example the subgoal 7 less(0, Y) is a variant of its parent subgoal 7 less(0, X), but 
not identical to it. In the terminology of IN resolution this means that a clause 
~A,pv TB,V ... v -- B,v TA,v.-. v -TA, 
is derived from a clause 
TA,V TA,V ... v -TA, 
where k>O, ~~20, A, ,..., A,,B ,,..., B, are atoms, and cp is a substitution 
renaming in some way the variables from A,. We now show that such derivations 
cannot be prohibited without violating completeness. Consider the following ex- 
ample. 
Example 3. 
less(X, Y)& addl(Y, Z> -+ less(X, Z) 
addl(X, Y> + less(X, Y) 
addl(l, 21 
addl(2,3) 
addl(n - 1, n> 
7 less(1, n) 
It is easy to see that every IN refutation of this set must contain the clauses 
7 lessfl, n) 
4ess(l, Xi) V Taddl(X,, n) 
Tless(l, X,) v ~addl(X,, Xi) V Taddl(X,, n) 
-,less(l, Xn_*) v Taddl(X,_,, Xn_J V . . . V ~addl(X,, Xl) V 
7 addl(X,, n1 
In other words, this example demonstrates that for the construction of an IN 
refutation an arbitrary long chain of deduction of the following form may be 
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needed: 
TA,V TA,V 0.. v TA, 
~A,cp,v TB,V TA,V 0.. V TA, 
7A1q2v -,B,v TB,V TA,V *.. V TA, 
where cpi are substitutions renaming the variables from A,. However, if we allow 
such derivations, we cannot guarantee the termination of the refutation search. So, 
on the basis of IN resolution, a complete decision procedure cannot be constructed 
even in the absence of functional symbols. 
It is interesting to note that Example 3 is a counterexample for some proposed 
methods of loop elimination. Thus, in [41 it was proposed to reject any subgoal 
which is a variant of one of its parent subgoals. In the paper 151, which was 
published later, its author had already noticed that this rule violates completeness, 
and proposed to modify it as follows: such a subgoal is rejected only if the 
PROLOG interpreter is going to apply to it the same axiom that was applied to 
equivalent higher subgoal. It is easy to see, however, that neither the original nor 
the modified rule allows us to obtain refutation in Example 3 if it > 4. 
Another deficiency of IN resolution can be seen from the following example. 
Example 4. 
A0 
A1 
A,&A, *A, 
A, &A, +A, 
A,_, &A,_, +A, 
~4 
In this example, simulating the computation of Fibonacci numbers, the length of 
the shortest IN refutation depends exponentially on n. At the same time, for 
constructing an UP refutation, 2n - 1 steps of deduction are sufficient. The reason 
for such a long process of IN resolution consists in the repeated consideration of 
identical subgoals. 
In order to avoid repeated computations in such examples, it was proposed to 
use so-called “lemmas” (see [lo]), i.e. to memorize the results of consideration of 
all subgoals arising, and to use this information in the case of repeated appearance 
of a subgoal. This scheme yields good results in Example 4, but in the general case 
it can be inadequate, because a subgoal may arise repeatedly before the corre- 
sponding lemma is formed. Thus, in Example 3 a subgoal 7 less(1, X2> equivalent 
to the earlier arisen subgoal 7 less(1, Xi) appeared, but it was impossible to make 
any use of this circumstance. 
Even in the propositional calculus the use of lemmas does not allow IN 
resolution to confine itself to a single consideration of each subgoal. In fact, 
suppose that 7 B arose as a subgoal of 7 A, and then 7 A arose again as a 
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subgoal of 7 B. In order to avoid a cycle, this derivation branch must be rejected. 
So the deduction search for 7 B remains incomplete, and in the case of repeated 
appearance of this subgoal the search must be repeated. Let us illustrate this by an 
example. 
Example 5. Let A,, A,,.. ., A,, be O-place predicate symbols, and let M consist 
of the clause 7 A, and all clauses of the form Ai & Aj + A,, where 1 I i, i, k I n, 
izj. 
This set is satisfiable, but the maximum length of an IN deduction from it 
depends exponentially on n even if it is prohibited to generate subgoals identical 
to one of their parent subgoals (without such prohibition, IN resolution in general 
would not terminate). Moreover, in order to prove that at least one of the formulas 
Ai (2 pi in) is underivable from the axioms (i.e. to generate a lemma), it is 
necessary to look over the same search space as for the solution of the original task 
(consisting in proving the underivability of A,). So the method of lemmas cannot 
be useful here. 
4. SUBGOAL EXTRACTION METHOD 
In this section we describe the subgoal extraction (SE) method, which combines 
the advantages of UP and IN resolution. The main idea of SE method is quite 
simple. Suppose that given a clause -I A, V -I A, V * . * V 7 A,, we have derived 
by IN resolution a clause 7 A,rp v . . - V 7 A,cp (by several deduction steps). 
Only the literal 7 A, and its descendants play an active part in this deduction. 
Nevertheless, in each deduction step we were obliged to deal with the literals 
A *, . . . , A,, as well-in particular, to apply substitutions to them. In the SE 
method, on the contrary, the literal 7 A, is singled out into a special object called 
a subgoal and denoted by A 1?. All subsequent deduction steps are performed only 
with this object until a solution of A,?, i.e. a derivable formula of the form Alp, is 
found. Then the operation of solution propagation, consisting in application of cp 
to A 2,. . . , A,,, is carried out. 
As we have seen in the previous section, IN resolution does not allow us to 
avoid repeated consideration of equivalent subgoals. The SE method, however, 
makes it possible to use a subgoal A? for all clauses beginning with 7 A (or a 
variant of 7 A). Of course, for implementation of this idea some care is required, 
in order to ensure completeness in the cases when a subgoal is reduced to another 
subgoal that is a variant of it (as in Example 3). 
Though SE is a method of the “resolution type”, nevertheless, strictly speaking, 
it is not a resolution strategy. As in the resolution method, in the SE method a 
calculus is constructed from an input set M. Derivability in it of some special 
objects means that M is unsatisfiable. But the derivable objects in this calculus 
(which will be called SE objects) differ from the standard clauses. 
SE objects may be of the two following types. 
(1) B, & . . - & Bk -+A + p, where B,, . . . , B,, A are atoms, cp is a substitution 
defined on the variables occurring in A, and k L 0. Such objects are called 
SE clauses. Conceptually, derivation of such an object means that the 
formula B, & . . . &B, -+Atp is proved. Notice, however, that A and cp are 
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stored separately in the SE clause (this is why they are separated in the 
notation by the sign “ + “>. The sign “ + ” may be omitted if k = 0. 
(2) A?, where A is an atom. Such objects are called subgoals. Derivation of a 
subgoal A? means that a search for instances of A derivable from the 
axioms will be carried out. 
It is convenient to assume that all variables in SE objects are chosen in some 
standard way. More precisely, we assume that the list of variables (I’,, V,, V,, . . . 1 
not occurring in the axioms is fixed, and that the variables in SE objects are chosen 
in such a way that the first variable in their notation is V,, the first variable 
different from V, is V,, etc. A substitution renaming the variables of an SE object 
in this way is called a standardizing substitution. 
Moreover, we assume that the variables in the last atom of SE clauses are also 
standardized in the same way. Notice that this does not lead to the loss of 
generality due to the substitution 9. Thus, the SE clause P(V,) + Q<V,> + I’#‘, 
corresponds to the clause P(V,> * Q(V,), while the SE clause P(V,) + Q(V,> + id 
corresponds to the clause P(V,> + Q<V,>. 
Derivation of a unit SE clause A + cp means that an instance of subgoal A? 
derivable from the axioms, namely Aq, if found. Such an SE clause is called a 
solution of the subgoal A?. 
There are three inference rules in the SE method. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Subgoal extraction rule, From the SE clause B, & . ’ . & B, + A + cp, where 
k > 0, the subgoal B,? may be derived. 
Subgoal unfolding rule. Let a subgoalA? be derived, and B, & . . . & B, --f C 
be an input clause (k r O), where A is unifiable with C. Then the SE clause 
B,(PT& . . . &LB~(P~+A+(PT 
may be derived. Here cp is the most general substitution unifying A and C, 
and r is the standardizing substitution. 
Solution propagation rule. Let SE clauses B, & B, & . . . AL B, -+ A + cp 
(k > 0) and B, + $ be derived. Then the SE clause 
B&T &. . . & B&T + A + (~$7, 
where r is the standardizing substitution, may be derived. 
When a new SE-clause is derived by rule (2) or (31, its substitution is narrowed 
to the set of variables occurring in the atom A. 
Further we assume that the set M of input clauses contains precisely one 
negative clause, this clause is unit, and its variables are standardized. 
Definition. If 7 G is the input negative clause, then the subgoal G? is called an 
initial subgoal. An SE deduction from the input set M is a sequence of different 
SE objects such that its first element is the initial subgoal and each following 
element is obtained from the preceding ones and the input clauses by one of the 
inference rules described. An SE deduction containing an object of the form 
G + cp, where G? is the initial subgoal, is called an SE refutation of M. 
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Example 6. Let us consider Example 3 with n = 4: 
less(X, Y)& addl(Y, 2) --3 less(X, 2) 
addl(X, Y) - less(X, Y> 
addl(l,2) 
addl(2,3) 
addl(3,4) 
Tless(l,4) 
This is an SE refutation of this set (Rl, R2, and R3 mean the first, second, and 
third inference rules of the SE method): 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
less(l,4)? 
less(1, V,)&addl(V,,4) -+ less(l,4) + id from (1) by R2 
less(1, V,)? from (2) by Rl 
less(1, V,>& addl(Vr, V,) + less(1, V,) + V,/V, from (3) by R2 
addl(1, V,> + less(1, VI) + id 
addl(1, V,>? 
addl0, V,> + 2/V, 
less(1, V,) + 2/V, 
addl(2, VI> + less(1, V,) + id 
addl(2, V, > 
addl(2, V,> + 3/V, 
less(1, V,> + 3/V, 
addl(3,4) + less(L4) + id 
addl(3,4)? 
addl(3,4) + id 
less(l,4) + id 
from (3) by R2 
from (5) by Rl 
from (6) by R2 
from (5) and (7) by R3 
from (4) and (8) by R3 
from (9) by Rl 
from (10) by R2 
from (9) and (11) by R3 
from (2) and (12) by R3 
from (13) by Rl 
from (14) by R2 
from (13) and (15) by R3 
We have shown here only SE objects that are essential in the refutation. It is 
easy to see, however, that, besides these objects, only 12 other SE objects can be 
derived. So, unlike IN resolution, SE cannot cycle on this example. It is also easy 
to show that with an arbitrary n, an SE deduction from the set A4 described in 
Example 3 can contain no more that 2n + 2 subgoals and 4n + 2 SE clauses. So, 
even with the most unfavorable order of applying the inference rules, SE would 
require no more than 6n + 3 deduction steps. For comparison notion that UP 
resolution may generate only unit positive clauses of the form less&, j> (1 5 i, j 5 n> 
in the number n(n - 1)/2. 
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Example 7. Let us consider again. the set A4 from Example 2. The following SE 
objects may be derived from this set: 
(1) less(0, n)? 
(2) less(0, V,> & less(l/,, n) --) less(0, n) + id from (1) by R2 
(3) less(0, Vi)? from (2) by Rl 
(4) less(0, Vi> & less(vi, 1/J + less(0, Vi> + V,/V, from (3) by R2 
No more SE objects could be inferred, so no SE refutation of M exists and M is 
satisfiable. This example demonstrates quite clearly the advantages of SE in 
comparison with IN resolution (which cycles on this example) and UP resolution 
(which can prove the satisfiability of M only after a comparatively large amount of 
work). 
Theorem 1. 
(1) An SE refutation of M e&s if and only if M is unsatisfiable. 
(2) If a formula Gq, where 7 G is the goal, is a logical consequence of the axioms, 
then an SE object G + $ such that GQ is an instance of G+ is 
derivable from M. 
Part (1) of the theorem states the soundness and completeness of SE; part (2) 
states its completeness in the search for solutions. 
PROOF. Let an SE refutation of M be given. Delete from it all subgoals, and 
replace each SE clause B, & - * . & B, --) A + Q by the clause B, & - * - & B, --) AQ. 
It is easy to see that each element of the resulting sequence of clauses either is an 
instance of an input clause or can be obtained by the UP resolution inference rule 
from the preceding elements. So the clause GQ contained in the sequence is 
logically implied by the axioms; therefore M is unsatisfiable. 
Let us now prove the completeness of the SE method. Let S be the set of all SE 
objects derivable from M. We can define an interpretation Z over the Herbrand 
universe of M in the following way. Let t,, . . . , t, be elements of the Herbrand 
universe, and P be a k-place predicate symbol. Let us say that PO,, . . . , tk) is true 
in I if for each subgoal A? from S such that P(t,, . . . , t,) is an instance of A there 
exists in S a solution A + Q of it such that P(tl,. .., tk) is an instance of AQ. 
Otherwise let us say P(t,, . . . , tk) is false in I. 
We now show that all axioms are true in 1. Let 
be an axiom (krO1, and B,Q&B,_~Q&*** & Bicp +AQ be its ground instance. 
Suppose ‘that B,Q, Bk_ ,Q, . . . , B,Q are true in I. We must prove that AQ is also 
true in I. Let A,? be an arbitrary subgoal from S such that AQ is an instance of 
A,. From A;! and the axiom Bk & Bk_l & - . - & B, -+ A we can derive by the 
subgoal unfolding rule an SE clause 
BklCI&Bk-l*&...&BIJl-+Al+~, 
where B,Q, Bk-,~, . . . , B,Q, AQ are instances of B,#, B,_,$ ,..., B,$, Al@ re- 
spectively. 
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Let us prove, by induction on k, that the existence in S of such an SE clause 
implies that S contains an SE clause of the form A, + pi, where Ap is an instance 
of A1pl. If k = 0, then this statement is obvious. Now let k > 0. The subgoal Bk$? 
belongs to S, and Bkq is true in I; therefore an object of the form B,# + w must 
exist in S, where B,cp is an instance of B,+o. From 
and B,@ + w, by the solution propagation rule we can derive 
B,_,$o & - * . & B,@ -+A, + $w 
(or a variant of it), where B,_,cp, . . . , B,cp, Aq are instances of Bk_It@, . . , , B,@o, 
A,@J respectively. By the induction hypothesis we immediately obtain that an 
object of the needed form A, + cpl exists in S, which completes the induction. So 
we have proved that all axioms are true in I. 
Suppose now that no SE-refutation of A4 exists. Then S does not contain any 
object of the form G + pp; therefore 7 G is true in I, and M is satisfiable. This 
completes the proof of point (1) of the theorem. 
To prove point (2) of the theorem, note that Gq, being logically implied by the 
axioms, is true in I. By the definition of Z we immediately obtain that there exists 
an object G + 4 in S such that Gp is an instance of G$. q 
Another proof of completeness of SE can be obtained by proving that each IN 
refutation of M can be transformed into an SE refutation of A4 (see Theorem 4 
below). 
Dejinition. The complexity of a term t is the total number of occurrences of 
functional, constant, and variable symbols in its notation. 
Theorem 2. For every C there exists N such that every SE deduction from M containing 
only terms with complexity no more that C has no more than N elements. 
In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to note that every derivable SE 
clause can contain no more literals than the maximum number of literals in the 
input clauses. This fact ensures finiteness of the set of all SE objects derivable 
from M and containing only terms of complexity C or less. 0 
Theorem 2 guarantees that a search for an SE refutation necessarily terminates 
if the complexity of all terms that may occur in an SE deduction is bounded. 
From the definition of SE deduction it is clear that a subgoal equivalent to 
another subgoal arisen earlier will not be reconsidered. In fact, subgoals that are 
variants of one another become identical due to the variable standardization, and 
identical subgoals are not reconsidered because one object A? serves for all 
nonunit SE clauses beginning with A. Now we show that single consideration of 
subgoals ensures a linear bound on the number of possible deduction steps in the 
propositional calculus. 
Theorem 3. Let all input clauses contain only O-place predicate symbols. Then every 
SE deduction contains no more that NI SE clauses and N2 subgoals, where N2 is 
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the number of different predicate symbols and NI is the total number of literals in 
the input clauses. 
PROOF. The bound N2 on the number of subgoals is implied immediately by the 
fact that all subgoals must be different. If B, & . * . &B, -+A + 40 (k 2 0) is an 
SE-clause derivable from M, it is easy to see that one must have cp = id and that 
an input clause of the form 
c, & . * . & C, & B, & . - . & B, --) A (sr0) 
must exist. Therefore, an N-literal input clause may generate in an SE deduction 
no more that N SE clauses. 0 
Comparing Theorem 3 and Example 4, we notice that a transformation from an 
SE refutation into an IN refutation may lead to an exponential increase of the 
deduction’s length. Now we show that the inverse transformation cannot result in 
such an increase. 
Theorem 4. Suppose there exists an IN refutation of M in which the IN-resolution 
deduction rule was applied N times. Then an SE refutation of M exists in which the 
subgoal unfolding rule was applied no more than N times and each of the subgoal 
extraction and decision propagation rules was applied no more that N - 1 times. 
PROOF. Let us prove by induction on N a somewhat stronger statement. Let an 
N-step IN deduction of Drp from 7 A V D and the axioms be given (where A is an 
atom and D is a negative clause), where all literals of Dq descend from the 
corresponding literals of D. Then an SE deduction of A + q!r from A? and the 
axioms can be constructed. Furthermore, the restrictions of cp and 1+9 to the set of 
common variables of A and D will be identical, and the needed estimations on the 
number of deduction steps will hold. (For simplicity we shall omit standardizing 
substitutions in this proof and shall use a single letter for the substitutions cp and 
I/J, whose restrictions to the intersection of their domains of definition are identi- 
cal.) 
If in the given IN deduction the resolution rule was applied only once, 
everything is clear. Suppose now that it was applied more than once. In this case 
the IN deduction has the structure outlined in Figure 1 (left), where n > 0, 
-A,v -YA,v ..’ v 7 A, V Dqo,, is a resolvent of an axiom and 7 A V D, and 
&,cp, ..* (P,, is identical with Dq. 
According to the induction hypothesis, from A,? one can derive A, + cpl; from 
A l’pl? one can derive A2q1 + (p2; *. . ; from A,cp, . . * cp,_;! one can derive 
A,cp, . . . (P~_~ + cp,,. It is easy to see that the needed derivation of A + cp from A? 
may be collected from these deductions (Figure 1, right). q 
Notice that the possible tripling of the deduction length is due to the difference 
in the ways the two considered inference methods are described, and does not 
mean that amount of work required to generate an SE deduction may also be 
three times greater. Indeed, it is not difficult to show that the number of 
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749, ‘.‘9n-,vD9091 “‘9n-I An91 ,.. 9n-1+A +9091 ‘.. 9n-I 
A,9, I 9n- ,? 
A,,91 ~~~90,-1+9, 
D9,9, 9” A+9091 “‘9n 
IN deduction I SE deduction 
FIGURE 1. A transformation from IN deduction to SE deduction. 
unifications as well as the number of applications of substitutions to literals in the 
constructed SE deduction is not greater than in the original IN deduction. 
5. AN ALGORITHM FOR SEARCHING FOR AN SE REFUTATION 
In this section we describe briefly an algorithm for refutation search based on the 
SE method. This algorithm was proposed by the author earlier than the calculus 
described in the previous section, and was published in [15]. A similar (though not 
identical) algorithm was independently proposed in [91. One peculiarity of our 
algorithm consists, for example, in the fact that the solution propagation operation, 
unlike the corresponding operation in [9], does not require unification. 
During the execution of the algorithm certain subtasks are stored. To each 
subtask T is associated an atom [which we call L(T)] and two lists: a list of 
references to T and a list of solutions obtained. Conceptually the existence of a 
subtask T means that the subgoal L(T)? is derived. 
In the reference list of the subtask T, nonunit SE clauses whose first atom is 
L(T) are stored. Each such SE clause B, &B, & * a . & Bk +A + cp [where k > 0 
and B, = L(T)] is represented by the triple ((B,, . . . , Bk), cp, P>, where P is the 
pointer to a subtask TI such that L(T,) =A. Notice that such a subtask necessarily 
exists, because an SE clause of such a form may appear only if the subgoal A? has 
been inferred. Notice also that the atom B, is not kept in the SE clause-it can be 
determined by the subtask to which the triple is associated. In the solution list of 
the subtask T, unit SE-clauses of the form L(T) + I) are kept. Each such SE 
clause is represented by the substitution $ (see Figure 2). 
Informally the execution of the algorithm may be described as follows. Each 
generated nonunit SE clause is included in the reference list of the corresponding 
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(((B,,...,B,),(P,P);..) 
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El L(T) 
\ 
(h@h>..~ )
FIGURE 2. Subtask T with list of references and list of solutions. 
subtask. If such a subtask does not exist, then it is created and the search for its 
solutions starts. Every time a new solution of the subtask appears, the operations 
of solution propagation for this solution and all SE clauses from the reference list 
of the subtask are executed. Notice that all nonunit SE clauses with identical first 
atoms are included in the reference list of the same subtask, and each found 
solution of the subtask serves for all these SE clauses-in this fact the single 
consideration of subgoals is displayed. 
Let us describe the algorithm more precisely. At the initial moment only one 
subgoal I’, exists. The reference and solution lists of I’,, are empty, and ~37’~) = G, 
where 7 G is the goal. During the execution of the algorithm two operations are 
carried out: the unfolding of subtasks and the propagation of solutions (subgoal 
extraction will be carried out during these operations and is not distinguished into 
a separate operation). The operation of subtask unfolding is applied to a subtask T 
and an input clause B, & * - * & B, +A (k 2 0) such that A is unifiable with L(T). 
Execution of this operation consists in a call of the procedure of SE-clause 
creation which receives the triple ((B,cp, . . . , B,cp), cp, P) as an argument, where cp 
is the most general substitution unifying A and L(T), and P is the pointer to the 
subtask T. 
The procedure of SE-clause creation, called with an argument (K, Q, PI, where 
K> is a list of atoms, Q is a substitution, and P is a pointer to some subtask, is 
executed as follows. Let T be the task pointed to by P, and 'pl be the restriction of 
Q to the set of variables occurring in L(T). If K is empty and the solution list of T 
does not contain Q1, then 'pl is entered into this list. If K is not empty, 
K = (B,, . . . , B,) (n > O), then the substitution T standardizing the variables of B, 
is determined and a subtask T, such that L(T,) = B1r is looked for. If such a 
subtask does not exist, it is created together with an empty solution list and 
reference list. Then the triple ((Bg,. . . , B,T), a), P) is entered into the reference 
list of Tl. Here + is the restriction of Q,T to the set of variables occurring in 
LATJ. 
The operation of solution propagation applied to a solution $ of a subtask T 
and an element (K, Q, P) of the reference list of T consists in a call of the 
procedure of SE-clause creation with the argument (KI,!R, QI), PI. 
Both these operations are applied to each pair of arguments only once. The 
execution of the algorithm terminates in the following two cases: 
(1) A solution of the initial subtask To is obtained. This means that the 
unsatisfiability of the input set of clauses is proved. 
(2) All possible operations have been carried out, but no solutions of T,, have 
been found. According to Theorem 1 (completeness of the SE method), this 
situation means that the input set of clauses is satisfiable. 
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TABLE 1. Some experimental results 
Theorem 
G, 
G3 
G, 
G, 
RI 
MI 
M2 
Nonunit Unit Sub- 
SE cl. SE cl. goals 
54 17 19 
33 15 14 
21 12 11 
48 20 23 
102 33 47 
53.5 1299 324 
107 246 79 
Resolution 
method 
succ. 
unif. Clauses 
succ. 
unif. 
29 270 701 
24 173 715 
16 86 384 
28 370 1071 
68 2099 8564 
563 
118 
6. THE SYSTEM PROVE-IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SE METHOD 
The system PROVE is an implementation of the SE method on the Soviet computer 
BESM-6. The initial purpose of the implementation was to check the method 
experimentally, but by now we have some examples of practical application of our 
system (e.g. [l]>. Chiefly the system PROVE is based on the algorithm described in 
the previous section, but it has also some aclditiorial features which lay outside the 
scope of this paper. A description of the system PROVE can be found in [16]. 
Some experimental results are presented in Table 1. G,, G,, G,, G,, and R, are 
some simple theorems from group and ring theory. As group axioms were taken 
those of commutativity, existence of a left identity, and existence of a left inverse 
(for G,, also existence of a right identity). The following statements were proved. 
G,* If the square of each element of a group is the identity, then the group is 
commutative. 
G,. A left identity is also a right identity. 
G4. There exists a right reverse. 
G,. There exists a right identity. 
R,. In a ring, multiplication by zero produces zero. 
For each problem Table 1 shows the numbers of generated nonunit SE clauses, 
unit SE clauses, and subgoals and the number of successful unifications. The last 
two columns of the table present the numbers of generated clauses and successful 
unifications produced by standard resolution strategies according to the data from 
1131 (the identifiers of the problems are also taken from that article). From the 
results of different strategies presented in [13] the best ones were chosen. From 
Table 1 one can see that for all examples considered the SE method generates less 
objects than the strategies of the resolution method. 
In the last two rows of Table 1 the results of solving the following logical 
problems from [14] are presented: 
p(iW, icy, X)N 
pG(i(X, iW, ZJ), iMX, Y), i(X, Z>)N 
p(iMn(X), n(Y)), i(Y, X>>> 
p(X>&p(i(X, Y)) +p(Y) 
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PROBLEM M,. p(i(a, n(n(a>>)). 
PROBLEM M,. p(i(n(n(a)), a>>. 
Here p means “provable”, i means “imply”, and n means negation. Notice that 
the solution of Problem MI presented in [12] used Problem M, as a lemma. We 
have solved both these problems independently. Notice also that all problems from 
Table 1 were solved fully automatically, i.e., we did not choose a particular 
heuristic for each problem. 
Though on the problems from Table 1 the SE method shows better results than 
the resolution strategies, nevertheless ome more complex problems known to be 
solved automatically were not solved by our system (for example, this was the case 
with the problem G, from [13]: if the cube of each element of a group is equal to 
e, then [[X, Y], Y I = e, where [X, Y] = XYX ‘Y- ’ and e is the identity). This 
seems to be explained chiefly by the absence in our implementation of a number of 
special features used in modern automated theorem-proving programs: term 
simplification, special rules for equality, special treatment of commutative and 
associative functions, etc. One may also mention the comparatively small amount 
of memory accessible to store SE objects in our implementation (about 17,000 
4%bit words). Notice, however, that all the mentioned features used with the 
resolution method can be used with the SE method as well. 
Besides experiments with the system PROVE as a theorem-proving program, 
some experiments on using it as a logic programming system were also carried out. 
In order to make such an application possible, a number of “built-in” predicates as 
well as some means to direct the process of deduction search were implemented. 
The experiments were chiefly concerned with symbolic computation programs 
(term simplification, equation solving, etc.), which were written in the input 
language of the system PROVE. This language appears to be quite suitable for these 
problems. Besides, the opportunity to use some axioms, such as that of commuta- 
tivity, without taking special measures for loop elimination allows us to write these 
programs in a more natural manner than in PROLOG. 
On the other hand, the system PROVE usually expended more memory than 
PROLOG interpreters, mainly on account of memorizing of all arising subgoals. 
This deficiency, however, is eradicable. In fact, while the search for the solutions of 
a subgoal is not completed, the subgoal must be memorized in PROLOG inter- 
preters (because backtracking to such a subgoal is possible). On the other hand, 
after completing this search and performing all solution propagation operations, 
the further storage of this subgoal is not necessary in the SE method either (if we 
do not care about possible repeated consideration of this subgoal), and in the case 
of lack of memory, information about such subgoals may be deleted. 
7. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE SE METHOD 
In this section we outline in brief some additional features that can be incorpo- 
rated into the SE method but cannot be discussed here in detail because of the 
limited size of this paper. 
(1) A subsumption strategy. In an SE deduction (as in a resolution deduction) 
we may reject objects which are in some sense “particular cases” of some 
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(2) 
PROVE and 
appear to be quite useful in many examples. These modifications are described in 
more detail in [161. 
(3) 
(41 
Many authors have lately investigated methods of intelligent backtracking, 
whose aim is to speed up logic-program execution. These methods cannot 
be applied directly to the search of SE deduction, because this search is 
carried out without backtracking. Nevertheless, a method of search reduc- 
tion can be suggested which is compatible with the SE method and produces 
results similar to intelligent backtracking. This method is based on the 
determination of “unattainable” subgoals and can be applied to almost any 
top-down proof procedure. Moreover, information about unattainability of a 
subgoal has a simple logical meaning and can be applied not only in the 
same branch of deduction where it was obtained but in other branches as 
well. 
A parallel search for an SE deduction. Different operations of SE method, 
as a rule, can be carried out independently, which creates natural opportu- 
nities for parallelism. Of course, some problems arise when different opera- 
tions are to be executed simultaneously, but all these problems can be 
solved. For example, in order to organize access to common data without 
great delays, one can divide the available storage into N areas and place 
information about a subtask T (together with its reference and solution lists) 
in the area H(L(T)), where H is a hash function with the values 1,2,. . . , N. 
Notice that the property of single consideration of subgoals is preserved in 
the case of a parallel execution as well, i.e., a situation where several 
parallel processes are considering equivalent subgoals never takes place. 
I would like to express my deep thanks to S. S. Lavrov, I. 0. Babaev, A. Ya. Dikovski, and C. E. Mints 
for their helpful advice. 
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